
 

HPS SC Policy Subcommittee  

Meeting Minutes November 18, 2019 1:00-3:00 

Shannon Molloy, Linda Dwight, Suzie Allen 

 

AGENDA 

 

1. Old business: possible reorganization of section A 

2. New business: section J 

a. JBB, JC, JCA, JEB 

3. Discuss revisiting equity policies next agenda 

a. KBE; other 

 

MINUTES 

 

After consideration of umbrella policy for A decided to keep it as it is because it matches MASC 

and is personalized nicely to our district acknowledging work done by committees recently. 

 

AC: 

- Need a civil rights blurb that is consistent- use the one from TBS handbook on pg 44 

- “No person shall be excluded from or discriminated against in admission to a public 

school of any town or in obtaining the advantages, privileges, and courses of study of 

such public school on account of race, color, sex, gender identity, religion, national origin, 

marital status, sexual orientation, genetic information, ancestry, military status, disability, 

homelessness, linguistic differences, pregnancy, or pregnancy related condition.” 

- Changed children to students and system to district 

ACA: 

- Remove reference to handbook and add contact for pupil services in format from ACAB 

 

ACABA: 

- Second paragraph add civil rights blurb update 

- Clean up plural use of / vs () 

- Clean up punctuation 

- Change name of it- “Student Harassment” 

- Is it necessary to add a policy that covers student to staff harassment?  

- Covered in non discrimination and in teacher contract and handbook 

 

ACABB- significant changes proposed 

- Change “may” to “will” in first paragraph 

- Changes to first paragraph to “associate” principal. Also take our pupil services and 

change to investigator. Change “take” to recommend.  

- Cut and paste ACABA and replace most of ACABB to make this policy more 

comprehensive and detailed for staff harassment 



- Change social services to DCF 

 

ACABA-P 

- Change title of graphic to “student harassment action flow chart” 

 

J POLICY 

- Next meeting 

 

KBE- parent and booster policy. Will consider next given relevance to field and booster issues 

now. 

 

Field policy needed? If so, where? 

- Fields- schools use vs town use? Can we write a policy that states schools have priority 

of field use over town after school hours? This is defacto now- need to codify in policy? 

 

Adjourn 3:02 

 

 


